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SPECIFICATIONS



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CENTRAL CONSOLE
WOODEN TRIM
FINISH
STORAGE COMPARTMENT 
CUP HOLDER

USB PORT
SAMSUNG SAFE BOX

LEG SPACE CONTROL

LACQUERED
GLOSSY
YES
TWO PAIRS 

TWO 
OPTIONAL

YES (FRONT PASSENGER SEAT)

All front seats retain the original structure as provided by the manufacturer.
All MBS seats are manufactured using premium and high quality orthopaedic foam.
Smart control unit functions: 3 Level Back massage, 1 Level Base massage,
            Lumbar adjustment, Back width adjustment and 
             Upper Back adjustment (Rear seat only).
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REAR SEAT

AS PER CATALOGUE

MASSAGE SYSTEM
MATERIAL 
SEAT ADJUST
ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST 
SMART CONTROL UNIT
COLOUR 

12 POINT SYSTEM
HEWA LEATHER
ELECTRIC
YES
YES

FRONT SEAT
MASSAGE SYSTEM
MATERIAL 
THIGH ADJUST
SMART CONTROL UNIT
COLOUR 

12 POINT SYSTEM
HEWA LEATHER
YES
YES
AS PER CATALOGUE

https://www.mbs-seats.net/leather
https://www.mbs-seats.net/leather


FRONT SEATS

SMART CONTROL UNIT

POPLITEAL SUPPORT

ELECTRONIC ADJUSTMENTS

ERGONOMIC HEAD REST

All massage functions can be controlled 
through this unit, positioned conveniently 
beside each seat. T he unit exudes a 
premium f inish with backlit buttons.  

T his support provides enhanced leg 
comfort while driving with an increased 
width for popliteal support.

All seat movement functions are controlled 
smoothly and electronically with easily 
accessible knobs.

T hese ergonomic head rests offer both the 
driver and passenger a very comfortable 
driving experience.
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REAR AUTOBIOGRAPHY SEATS

SMART CONTROL UNIT

LEG SUPPORT

ELECTRONIC ADJUSTMENTS

CUSHIONED HEAD REST

All massage functions can be controlled 
through this unit, positioned conveniently 
beside each seat. T he unit exudes a 
premium f inish with backlit buttons. 

T he rear seat offers enhanced leg support 
for a relaxing and comfortable journey.

All seat movement functions are controlled 
smoothly and electronically with easily 
accessible knobs.

T he rear seat head rests are f itted with a 
cushion securely strapped on the head rest 
to provide a comfortable experience for 
passengers.
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CENTRAL CONSOLE

LED LIGHTING

SAMSUNG SAFE BOX (OPTIONAL)

STORAGE COMPARTMENT

LEG SPACE CONTROL

T he central console is lit with a LED system, 
enhancing the ambient environment and 
offering a pleasant journey.  

T his optional safe box can be accessed with 
a secure key card and is located under the 
arm rest. 

T his additional storage unit houses 
additional cup holders and extra space.

T his button, located in the storage 
compartment, controls the movement of the 
front passenger seat to offer more leg room 
to the occupant seated behind.
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CUSTOMIZATION

STITCHING STYLES

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

COLOUR COMBINATIONS

ORIGINAL
DIAMOND

SINGLE TONE 

DIAMOND WITH BUTTONS 

DOUBLE TONE

EXECUTIVE LOUNGE 

MULTIPLE TONE

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
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STARLIGHT 07MBS AUTOMOTIVE

NIGHT TIME FEATURE (OPTIONAL)
T his feature offers a mesmerising experience, 
where passengers can gaze up and unwind 
under the twinkling of celestial bodies. It is 
achieved using delicate f ibre optic strands 
and perforations carefully crafted in the 
ceiling, offering an experience of travelling 
under the night time glow of stars.




